Hua Hin H3 Run #341 – 17th September 2016
Location: On the Banyan Golf Course Road opposite “The Views”.
Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/xUtkVN6EQvA2
GPS Coordinates: N 12.503645, E 99.935776 (N 12 30.219, E 99 56.147)
Hares: Stumbles & Cathusalem
Hash Snacks: Comes with Cathusalem
Hash Notes: Tinks
Hash Photos: Cathusalem & Hugmanannygoat
Number of Hashers: 41
Pre-Hash
The car park was a large open area facing “The Views” on the Banyan Golf Course road. Early on the
attendance looked low however around 4:15 there was an insurgence of late arrivals and a few after
the hash had departed. Hugs called the assembled pack to order and opened by requesting a stand-in
GM for the post Hash circle and a Biermeister for the following H2H3 Hash. The Hares, Stumbles and
Cathusalem were then called in to give advice on the trail options of which there were three, a short, a
long and run/Rambo’s. The usual markings except that false trails did not mean go back to last check
and that checks could involve the whole 360, ie maybe go back in the direction you came from.

The Trail
The pack set off in a westerly direction for some 500 m and the left to the first check. Some
confusion as to which way, but both Brambles and I recalled the Hares advice on checks and back
checked in a northerly direction and found trail. The second check also proved to be a challenge
resulting in the FRBs being joined by the rest of the pack. The trail was eventually found and headed
in a northerly direction skirting pineapple fields and then headed east back cross the Banyan Golf road
and towards the low lying hills around more pineapple fields to the first split with the short walk to
the right and the other trails to the left. The short walk continued in an easterly direction towards
the hills and after approximately 450m merged with the long walk.

Having now completed 1.9 km at this stage the long trail headed north and then east with several good
checks to keep the pack together. After one particular check I headed off in completely the wrong
direction checking out further than Mudman only to be called back and off towards the hills. The trail

headed into the trees and uphill until a false trail was found. At this particular point I was catching up
and Mudman enquired if there were any likely trails, near me. Sure enough there was and I was away
leading the pack for the first time with Mudman following. Skirting the tree line and the pineapple
fields we met Cathusalem at the run/walk split. At this point Mudman was ahead of me and Cathusalem
advised that Bush Whacker was also ahead having taking a shorter off trail route to this point. We
had now completed 4.5 km and so on up into the trees and uphill and down dale along the ridge line until
eventually emerging out on the edge of the golf course, at a well known Hash start point. From here
the trail headed down the road but not before another check at which I managed to catch up with
Bush Whacker. On down the road until the trail went sharp right, which following hashers missed and
continued on back to the finish. The Hares had also laid another false trail which caught out Mudman
and allowed me to catch up with him again. We both eventually met Hugs and Cathusalem at the second
merge point having completed another 2.1 km on the Rambo loop.

We were now on the joint trail home and shortly thereafter we came across an incorrectly broken
check and having followed the paper along the fence line found the trail ended. In fact this was
another back check and with a guiding hand from Hugs I headed down the true trail between the
pineapple fields back to the road and on home to be first back having completed the full trail plus some
false trails closely followed by Mudman and Bush Whacker. Slime and Lucky Me also completed the
full trial but were very much on the own as they arrived late as is their custom.

The Rambo’s Trail as completed by Tinks

Post Trail and Circle
With the hounds reminiscing about the trail and where did they go wrong, the fresh spring rolls and
snacks were devoured and washed down with cold beers and other beverages. No Name Tony admitting
to eating many spring rolls and this was starting to show with his eyesight improving and his skin taking
on an orange glow from all the carrot.
The Circle
GM Hugs eventually called the circle to order and started the proceedings by calling in the Hares for
the traditional voting and reward. All three trails received top honours and the Hares were duly
rewarded with down downs. Hugs then called upon me to continue with the circle and thus the
following received down downs in no particular order:
Potential GM Material – Fish Fingers
Returners: the McRobbie Family, Jenny, Annabel Josh & James
Returners: Stumbles & Fish Fingers
The European Four City Travelers: Bush Whacker and Karn
Returners & Leavers: Swindlers Pissed & Hungover (note only a single DD not a double)
Ringing Phone in the Circle: Hungover
SCB’s: Brambles, Bent Banana & Swindlers Pissed
No Name Hashers: Riitta the Banker and Tony the Metal Trader (names required).
Leaving HHH signs on last hash Trail: Awarded by Onefer to Hugs
Next Week’s Hash Location: Rubber Duck

On After
Some 25 plus hashers then proceed to the Sabai Sabai restaurant to continue quaffing, feeding and
socialising.
On On,
Tinks

